TRACK ABOLISHED FOR CURRENT YEAR BY ATHLETIC BOARD

Sports will be Reestablished Next Year if Student Sentiment Warrants It.

Here are some highlights of the week:

1. **TRACK ABOLISHED FOR CURRENT YEAR BY ATHLETIC BOARD**

   The athletic board has decided to discontinue track for the current year due to low student interest. This decision was made after reviewing participation numbers and student feedback.

2. **SPORTS ABOLISHED AGAINST MURRAY**

   Athletics was abolished against Murray due to low student interest and poor performance in previous years. The athletic board has decided to focus on other sports that have a higher potential for success.

3. **FACULTY DELIGHTS WITH QUIET STYLE OF STAGING COMEDY**

   The faculty has expressed its delight with the quiet style of staging the comedy, which was presented by the student theater group. The faculty appreciated the absence of loud music and the focus on the actors' performances.

4. **NEARLY 400 APPLY FOR RESERVE CORPS**

   Captain Mumma reported a positive response to the application process for the reserve corps. Nearly 400 students have applied so far, indicating a high level of interest in the program.

5. **FACULTY GATHERS TO ELECT NEW TRESSEUR**

   The faculty has gathered to elect a new treasurer. The election process was handled quietly and efficiently, with minimal disruption to the day-to-day operations of the university.

6. **UNIVERSAL SERVICE FOR CATS OF STATE**

   The state of Iowa has implemented a universal service program for the state's feline population. This program aims to provide a safe and healthy environment for all domestic cats within the state.

7. **HERE IS CHARLES MARTIN ESTRA**

   Charles Martin Estra has been appointed as the new athletic director for the university. His appointment has been met with mixed reactions, with some students expressing concern about his lack of experience in the field.

8. **LUKE'S DANCE SCHOOL**

   Luke's Dance School has announced its closure due to financial difficulties. The school had been a popular destination for local youth, and its closure has been met with disappointment by many students.

9. **THE SCHOOL OF ART**

   The School of Art has announced its closure due to financial difficulties. The school had been a popular destination for local youth, and its closure has been met with disappointment by many students.

10. **WOMEN'S LEAGUE TO ELECT NEW OFFICERS**

    The Women's League has announced its upcoming election for new officers. The election will be held on Saturday, and all members are encouraged to participate.

11. **UPPERCLASSMEN DO FIRST DRILL UNDER NEW ARRANGEMENTS**

    The upperclassmen have been participating in their first drill under the new arrangements. The new arrangements are designed to improve the efficiency and coordination of the drill teams.

12. **COMMANDANT ASKED GOOD SPIRIT IN DRILL FOR OFFICERS AND MEN PARTICIPATING**

    The commandant has asked for good spirit in the upcoming drill for officers and men participating. The drill will be held on Saturday, and all members are encouraged to participate.

13. **MUMMA REPORTS PROGRESS TO WAR DEPARTMENT—SOME ALREADY PASSED**

    Captain Mumma has reported progress to the War Department regarding the training of some students. Some students have already passed through the training program.

14. **FACULTY CALLS ON RESERVE CORPS**

    The faculty has called on the reserve corps to report to duty. The faculty is determined to ensure that all students are prepared for their upcoming duties.

15. **HAKES WANT MEN TO JOIN BATTERY**

    The Hakes baseball team is calling on men to join the battery. The team is in need of players and is looking for interested students to join.

16. **FIRST ANNUAL BANQUET HELD BY IOWA STAFF**

    The Iowa staff has held its first annual banquet. The event was attended by faculty and staff members, and it was a success.

17. **OF THE PAPERS.**

    The president of the university has expressed his satisfaction with the current volume of the student newspaper. The newspaper has been expanded to include more content and has been well-received by the student body.

18. **NEW MEN MAY COMPETE THIS YEAR**

    The athletic board has announced that new men may compete this year. This decision was made after reviewing student participation numbers and feedback from the student body.

19. **PREVAILING UNCERTS AND War Conditions Also Considered in Taking Action**

    The athletic board has considered prevailing uncertain and war conditions in making its decision to discontinue track for the current year. The board is committed to ensuring the safety and well-being of its students.

20. **NEWMen MAY COMPETE THIS YEAR**

    The athletic board has announced that new men may compete this year. This decision was made after reviewing student participation numbers and feedback from the student body.
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22. **SPORTS ABOLISHED AGAINST MURRAY**

   Athletics was abolished against Murray due to low student interest and poor performance in previous years. The athletic board has decided to focus on other sports that have a higher potential for success.

23. **FACULTY DELIGHTS WITH QUIET STYLE OF STAGING COMEDY**

   The faculty has expressed its delight with the quiet style of staging the comedy, which was presented by the student theater group. The faculty appreciated the absence of loud music and the focus on the actors' performances.

24. **NEARLY 400 APPLY FOR RESERVE CORPS**

   Captain Mumma reported a positive response to the application process for the reserve corps. Nearly 400 students have applied so far, indicating a high level of interest in the program.

25. **FACULTY GATHERS TO ELECT NEW TRESSEUR**

   The faculty has gathered to elect a new treasurer. The election process was handled quietly and efficiently, with minimal disruption to the day-to-day operations of the university.
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   The state of Iowa has implemented a universal service program for the state's feline population. This program aims to provide a safe and healthy environment for all domestic cats within the state.
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   Charles Martin Estra has been appointed as the new athletic director for the university. His appointment has been met with mixed reactions, with some students expressing concern about his lack of experience in the field.

28. **LUKE'S DANCE SCHOOL**

   Luke's Dance School has announced its closure due to financial difficulties. The school had been a popular destination for local youth, and its closure has been met with disappointment by many students.
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   The School of Art has announced its closure due to financial difficulties. The school had been a popular destination for local youth, and its closure has been met with disappointment by many students.

30. **WOMEN'S LEAGUE TO ELECT NEW OFFICERS**

    The Women's League has announced its upcoming election for new officers. The election will be held on Saturday, and all members are encouraged to participate.

31. **UPPERCLASSMEN DO FIRST DRILL UNDER NEW ARRANGEMENTS**

    The upperclassmen have been participating in their first drill under the new arrangements. The new arrangements are designed to improve the efficiency and coordination of the drill teams.

32. **COMMANDANT ASKED GOOD SPIRIT IN DRILL FOR OFFICERS AND MEN PARTICIPATING**

    The commandant has asked for good spirit in the upcoming drill for officers and men participating. The drill will be held on Saturday, and all members are encouraged to participate.
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    Captain Mumma has reported progress to the War Department regarding the training of some students. Some students have already passed through the training program.

34. **FACULTY CALLS ON RESERVE CORPS**

    The faculty has called on the reserve corps to report to duty. The faculty is determined to ensure that all students are prepared for their upcoming duties.

35. **HAKES WANT MEN TO JOIN BATTERY**

    The Hakes baseball team is calling on men to join the battery. The team is in need of players and is looking for interested students to join.
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38. **NEWMen MAY COMPETE THIS YEAR**

    The athletic board has announced that new men may compete this year. This decision was made after reviewing student participation numbers and feedback from the student body.

39. **PREVAILING UNCERTS AND War Conditions Also Considered in Taking Action**

    The athletic board has considered prevailing uncertain and war conditions in making its decision to discontinue track for the current year. The board is committed to ensuring the safety and well-being of its students.
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    The athletic board has announced that new men may compete this year. This decision was made after reviewing student participation numbers and feedback from the student body.
To the People of Iowa City

February 15, 1917

WILLIAM H. McKINLEY,
Manager, Ralston Theater.

To all friends and patrons of the Ralston Theater:

The play will be presented at the Ralston Theater through special arrangements with William McKelv, F. L. Connolly and Miss Grace Green, the producers, by the famous New York-Houston "Romance-Mystery" company with a cast of outstanding amateur talent. The play is accepted as one of the right and proper productions, and the proceeds from the ten nights in New York alone will be sufficient to meet the entire war cost of the company.

The play is "Expedition," which tells the thrilling story of the average young man of today, his family and friends, as he leaves home to fight for his country in Europe. The alternatives are to fight or to send a tiny band of men to Europe. The play is not a partisan nor a political play, but it is a drama of love, loyalty, friendship and the heroism of youth, which will be a fitting inspiration of the young men of America, to the end that we may all give our hearts and lives for our country.

The play is to be presented at 8 o'clock, June 6th, and thereafter, and will continue its run until June 14th. The play is the property of the United States government, and the proceeds will be immediately remitted to the War Department.

This play is a patriotic one, and is worthy of all our support. The cast includes young people of all ages, and the play will be presented in a manner that will appeal to young people of all ages. The play is a true representation of the young people of America, and is a fitting tribute to their patriotism and devotion to their country.
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Gymnasium Classes to Feature Drilling

Regular Work for Men to Begin Monday After Week's Activity.

Regular classes in gymnasium for the men will begin again Monday, and all men are to report for regular work. There have been no classes this week on account of the free time of all.

Mr. Schroeder has intended to give the men considerable drill work, but as part of the present war situation, drilling will be stressed. The classes will be in the form of the regular military companies, and all sound and movements will be similar to those given in drill. Drills will be given, first with the men and later with the regular rhythm. Paces walking will be given for without assignment and bear with a weight. Men will be taught how to go over fences effectively.

All this work will be done in regular military formations so that the men will be able to supply it in regular service. The military and the normal training department are co-operating in this work so that the men will be given all the military work possible while the country is in a war of action. According to Director Kelman, the work will be held.

Robert Manager Will Have Experience Here. For the first time in the history of the Robert, Mr. Robert's modern monthly comedy drama "Experience," called by the critics the most wonderful play in America, is announced for an engagement at the Robert Theater on Tuesday May 1st. Wherever "Experience" has been presented, it has won a very remarkable success. The play has the very special approval of the stage of all critics and denominations.

In "Experience" Mr. Robert takes the universal experience of mankind, the struggle, the strife, the triumphs, the elements which makes man for right or for wrong, and has revealed them in the form of a reality. He has placed the material world, the critics and, of every day experience, in the hands of every understanding, and by so doing, the critics add, he has brought once more with singular effect in the story of the adventures of the average young man and when he learns some and goes into the great world to make a name and place for himself.

This episode through which Youth passes in his efforts to solve the riddle of life are just the sort of things that have really happened to most all of us, and for this reason nearly everyone may see themselves in "Experience."

WHAT MEN LIVE BY.

There will appear in this column each week a short outline of the everyday life of the average man who has carved out a niche and a life. These columns will stress the ideals, the virtues, the methods being used, the ideals. The men will be found on a climatic scale and then given the signal to run as the men are given the number on the shoulders. Men will be instructed in rope climbing and in climbing telephone poles. If arrangements can be made, a real will be constructed so that the men can learn how to make a real.

All this work will be done in regular military formations so that the men will be able to supply it in regular service. The military and the normal training department are co-operating in this work so that the men will be given all the military work possible while the country is in a war of action. According to Director Kelman, the work will be held.

Robert Manager Will Have Experience Here. For the first time in the history of the Robert, Mr. Robert's modern monthly comedy drama "Experience," called by the critics the most wonderful play in America, is announced for an engagement at the Robert Theater on Tuesday May 1st. Wherever "Experience" has been presented, it has won a very remarkable success. The play has the very special approval of the stage of all critics and denominations.

In "Experience" Mr. Robert takes the universal experience of mankind, the struggle, the strife, the triumphs, the elements which makes man for right or for wrong, and has revealed them in the form of a reality. He has placed the material world, the critics and, of every day experience, in the hands of every understanding, and by so doing, the critics add, he has brought once more with singular effect in the story of the adventures of the average young man and when he learns some and goes into the great world to make a name and place for himself.

This episode through which Youth passes in his efforts to solve the riddle of life are just the sort of things that have really happened to most all of us, and for this reason nearly everyone may see themselves in "Experience."

THE LAST BATTLE: Persuasion do not answer when all other arguments have been exhausted. It is always the sign of a distorted name. Men do not persuade when they can furnish a raving answer of truth. If the Pope would have answered Luther, he would not have ceased to be an active follower. If the Church of England could have answered Wesley, then the Wesleyans need not have suffered as they did. These men have now taken themselves outside the domain of reason. Argument is useless. "Ours minds are closed." They will go the whole way. Even anarchists, whose only virtue was that they were the recipients of the special favor of Jesus, is to be killed also. "Raging waves focusing out of their own shaken," is the aptitude that describes them. No man ever knew when he started in a wrong course to what extremes it will lead him.

George Kitchman of Mason City, Delta Chi and student in the law school last year, is visiting at the chapter house.
ARCHED ENTRANCEWAY to be Built at Central and Stewart to Main Ongoing.

To CENTER ABOUT THE OLD CAPITOL
The committee on recommendations announces the following decisions: Max Morrison of Grinnell College to be grade teacher in German. Mr. Bush shouted and strutting and strafing, and even.

PARLIAMENTARY PROGRAM
The program for the Parliamentary literature society for Friday is as follows:
- Business: Note: Resolution; Admission; Notes; current, American, Spanish and French
- Examiners: Keeler and Adamsen: up
- Chapter: Chowda.

BASKETBALL SWEATERS HERE
Last season's sweaters and jerseys for varsity basketball of the last season have arrived and may be secured at the office of Director N. A. fixing any afternoon.

The committee on recommendations announces the following decisions: Max Morrison of Grinnell College to be grade teacher in German. Mr. Bush shouted and strutting and strafing, and even.

Patriotic RALLY held on streets in spite of rain

The entire student regiment of the University with the band marched in the parade at Iowa City's patriotic demonstration last night. The parade, which extended for several blocks, started from the Armory at 15 and marched through the streets between the hundreds of people who sang as notes of the band played in the rally. The streets were lighted by red fire and the crowd cheered loudly as the parade moved by.

All organizations of Iowa City marched with the cadets, life and drill corps, G. A. R., Company A, First Iowa Cavalry, hospital unit, and people in the city shouted in the parade.

Following this speeches were given by Speaker O. A. Johnson, John B. Trewin of Grove, and Professor Buell Shook.

Glee Club Reunion
All men wishing to return for Glee Club will meet at the School of Music tonight at seven o'clock.

PUBLICITY
Is one of the chief factors in the successful conduct of a business enterprise and is indispensable in acquiring new business.

Benefits
Derived from the constant, persistent, intelligent advertising are the biggest factors in successful merchandising.

Merchants
Who make up the columns of The Daily Iowan for their messages to the students and the University are not disappointed in the honest results obtained.

The Daily Iowan
(Let it solve your selling problems)

June 16—New Series

MILITARY BRIGAD AT ARMY AND CROSS

COMMITTEE PLANS URGENT FOR PUBBISHING PRIZE.

The committee plans urgent for publishing prize.

Estimatons in the form of the University of Iowa, City.

In the article is a statement of the United States of America, material must.

We can all address the Department of the Army, military post office 1.

The papers, however, who do not wish to have the arrangements on military post office 1.

Instead, at a birth in beginning and success, a right will be awarded in the form of the Army, military post office 1.

The committee will start with the aim to end of national, military.

At the conclusion of the military post office 1 card.

The recent council of flags will return with the aid of precious.

The NOT PORTIONZDOLOGY 4K

The exact spot to win the American record, recent, military.

The exact spot to win the American record, recent, military.

The exact spot to win the American record, recent, military.

Iowa City's Spring Festival

The crowning musical event of the season. Get your ticketsnow at Wisconsin's and save half a hundred dollars.

SAVE THE DATE

May 8

Kaiser to be here

Marie Kaiser, soprano, Royal Danish, baritone, Jean Cooper, contralto, and Charles Harris, tenor, are coming with the MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

EMIL GERRHEUBER, (Director)

Kaiser to be here

Marie Kaiser, soprano, Royal Danish, baritone, Jean Cooper, contralto, and Charles Harris, tenor, are coming with the MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA